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October 2016 Biological Farming Roundtable Notes
What: The Biological Farming Roundtable was held at the NutriSoil
Production and Education Facility on Thursday the 27th of October,
2016.
Why: The aim of the Biological Farming Roundtable is to initiate
discussion on biological farming, helping farmers explore innovative,
low input, regenerative, profitable and productive farming systems.
The group supports each other’s journey in an emerging regenerative agricultural paradigm where
dominant conventional views can often be a barrier to change and success.
What’s To Come for 2017?
February 23rd : Focus Farmer – Learning from the Champions.
April 27th : David Hardwick – Monitoring Soil Biology.
June 29th : David Hardwick – Pulling Apart Soil Tests.
August 31st : David Hardwick – On Farm Bugs and Brews.
October 26th : David Hardwick – Understanding Soil Constraints.

Roundup of the Roundtable
Who: This Roundtable discussion was led by Andrew Freshwater. Andrew Freshwater, runs an 1800
acre mob grazing property in North East Victoria which is part of a 1.5 million acre operation. He also
operates 800 000 acres in Kazakhstan with the same principles. Andrew sows diverse pastures and
mob grazes with stocking rates from 600,000kg/ha up to 970,000kg/ ha with temporary fencing.
Andrew has been successful in keeping summer litter and pastures that have the ability to respond
to rain in our long hot summers. Andrews’s principles of managing for deep rooted perennials and
using primer crops to get the land going can be adaptable to any land size or location.
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Time Controlled Grazing
Andrew’s General Rules
Flexibility


Have fun



Don’t feel tied to the farm, your stock or fencing, you have to have fun. The farm should
support your lifestyle.



Be very flexible, mindsets that are rigid i.e. we must move animals every second or third day.
If you want to go away on a holiday, open up some gates – go away, enjoy yourself.



There is no magic silver bullet. The quick fix mindset must be transformed to one that seeks
a humble partnership with nature.

Nature is anything but regular or systematic


Don’t graze the same paddocks at the same time every year, skip a paddock every two or
three years. Nature is designed to respond and regenerate after unexpected events. E.g. fire,
flood, drought.



Vary your stocking density.

Peoples Concerns that were High-lighted
 What happens to soil biology when soil is waterlogged?
 How do we rest paddocks to obtain a seed set of desirable species and fix undesirable
species?
 Sheep’s feet in the wet.
 Rough Coats – Deficiencies showing up in orange coats.
 Is there less protein and roughage in the feed this year because it has been so wet?
 Noticing a leaching of minerals in the landscape and rubbish grass such as silver and barley
grass growing.
 How to increase plant density in summer paddocks.
 There is a top crust on the soil when it dries out.
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All these things are fixable.
Cost of Production
Cost of production:
- Beef should be around 85c per kilo
- Sheep around 2.20 per kg
At the moment (October 2016)
-

Beef is worth around $3.20 to $4.00 per kg

-

lamb is worth around $5.50 per kg

This is the year that you should be putting money into the bank – Prices will not stay this high.
What happens to Soil Biology in Waterlogged Soils?
The paddocks will come back. They have been wet before and will be wet again. It’s about how
you manage it when you come out of the wet.
Fungi and bacteria produce spores when they sense a change in the environment. These spores
are a protective, thick cell wall and can help the microbe survive for several years by living in a
dormant state. Once the environmental conditions improve, the spores will break and the
microbes will begin to multiply given the right conditions.
If your soil has dried with a hard crust after the wet and some undesirable species, run the
animals though quickly to break it up faster, the faster the growth rate the faster you use your
animals. The slower the growth rate, the slower you use your animals – not taking much off but
keeping the soil surface busted up a bit.
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You can develop a hard pan at about 7-8 inches under the soil. You may need to kick start it by
using a mix with vigorous root systems to bust up what’s under the ground and a direct drill
seeder to get through the litter. e.g. forage sorgum, daikon radish, turnips, suede, sunflowers.
Rest the paddock over summer if you can, let it dry out and sow in autumn. In this scenario you
can grow more feed while still fixing the problem and put through more animals, this way for
every $1.00 you spend, you can get $5.00 in return.
Sunflowers can be sown in summer if you can establish them with some rain if you plan to rest
the paddock over summer.
Another strategy to kick start paddocks is to make a very thick layer of manure and urine by
grazing with high stocking rates and then sow directly into it – Andrew has seen this done very
successfully in North America.
Dung beetles will fly away when there is waterlogging, but they will come back.
Aerating soils mechanically is spending money on diesel and you miss the positive impacts of
grazing animals.
Resting bashed winter paddocks.
What grows in a paddock is determined by the conditions of the paddock.
Consider selling your cows and bringing in agistment for $3.00 per cow a week. Then buy again
when the prices drop. The cost of cartage would be negligible compared to the benefits of resting
your paddocks. Cash in, have a holiday and come back and buy again.
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If you have a supply chain you need to maintain, sell the older stock and keep the younger stock
to continue the supply. Lighten the numbers, be very flexible, the long term issues of trying to get
them through might shoot yourself in the foot.

Andrew’s advice -

Don’t fall in love with your cows.

If you own cattle that are worth $3000 a head at the moment and you would not buy cattle for
$3000 a head yourself – why are you owning them? Sell them.
Andrew trades cows and breeds sheep.
Sell your grass to someone that has cows.
Fixing the species that are there.
Be really flexible, have a look at what the land is telling you. Now is a time to sell for a high
amount and buy in March making $500 per cow. Consider getting out of growing cows and
buying in heifers in March to double your herd for the same money and also resting your
paddocks.
Sheep’s feet in wet times.
Scald is very common in the wet.
Put Copper Sulphate out in the paddock as a free choice mineral. (Monitor this very closely, if the
sheep are not low in copper they may get copper poisoning). Try to get them out of the wet if
possible. In three to four weeks it will dry up and most likely go away. You could walk them
through a blue copper sulphate bath to harden their feet up.
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Andrew has used Lime and Calcium as free choice minerals to fatten cattle in WA. “They ate it
flat out for 14 to 16 days.”
Monitor your animal’s urine. It should be close to neutral. If it’s not there could be a nutritional
deficiency or disease. Are they full at the end of the day and sitting happily or are they still
hungry?
You need to look at cause and effect – is treating the sheep feet treating the cause of the effect?
The sheep are trying to tell you something – that’s the effect of what happened in the paddock.
It may mean that you don’t have the rest period quite right.
Clover Dominant Pastures
At the moment we are in a clover dominant phase. From bare ground it’s natural to grow clover,
then grass. After the drought the Rye grass can disappear, you need to manage more toward the
Rye grass.
How to do this? Lock up a paddock after the dry and see how long it takes for the Rye grass to
come back. Use this as a guide in your pasture grazing management phase and start to manage
toward a better mix.
Clover is good – you can get 350kg N per hectare for free, but in the middle of summer, your left
with bare ground.
Is there really a Rye Grass phase and a Clover phase? Only if you don’t have enough diversity in
your pastures. If you have enough diversity there is always going to be something growing. A mix
of different species growing at different times of the year. Nothing should really dominate.
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You can fast forward things by sowing cover crops, but do your economics, if you’re going too
fast-forward a paddock – can that paddock pay its way?
E.g. If it costs you $200 p/ha can you get $1000 p/ha in return?
If not, I would add an extra year and just use animals to keep the costs down.
Grazing Guidelines
Eat a third, trample a third, leave a third.
Rough Coats
Rough coats are an indication of a nutrient deficiency. Put out free choice minerals. Andrew
always puts out the minerals separately as opposed to buying a mineral mix. If one mineral is
deficient it will have a knock on effect of a whole heap of minerals.
Grass protein is high at the end of a wet Autumn/Spring – Stock will need some more roughage
at this time e.g. phalaris or buying some cheap straw to get them through the next few weeks.
Leeching will happen in high rainfall.
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Paddock Walk
Strips were set up in areas of 10 meter width by 107 meter length, about ¼ acreage. There were
50 head of cattle ranging from 400 to 500kg in weight. The pasture was sown with a diverse mix
of plants in May. (5kg Cocksfoot, 10kg Chicory, 10kg Field Peas, Mannus Oats, Arrow leaf
Clover, Rye, Suede, Radish). Due to the high rainfall and the topography of the landscape the
higher section of the pasture had good seed set and growth and the lower section of the pasture
which became water logged was mainly dominated by Rye Grass.
Picture to the left: The first thing Andrew pointed out
was the Dock weed still standing after grazing.
Andrew herded the cows to the end of the strip and
recommended the cattle graze a quarter of the strip
for smaller lengths of time e.g. half a day.
Grazing in the larger area was creating conditions for
the Doc weed to flourish, the grazing needed more
pressure so the cattle trampled the Doc.
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Picture to the left: This is the
area the cattle should be in for
shorter periods e.g. half a day
to maximise the grazing
benefits.

Picture to the left: High area of
the paddock where there was
good diverse germination.
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Picture to the left: Temporary fencing sectioned for half day
grazing to increase pressure, flattening undesirable species.

Picture to the left: Results of increased grazing pressure,
dock weed was flattened.
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